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USE OF R-MATRIX THEORY IN LIGHT ELEMENT EVALUATIONS

G. M. HALE
l%eoretical Division, Los Alamos National Laboratory

La Alamos, New Mexico 87545, USA

ABSTRACT

R-matAxtheory is a generat framework for describing nuclear reactions (neutron- and
charged-particle-induced)rhat isprtieutarly well-suited for includingresonances. We will
review some unconventional properties of resonances that arise from this theory,
includingnon-Bmit-Wigner (BW) resonance and shadowpoles,and discusstheir physical
comequences. Examples will be given from the analysesof severat light systems that
have been used in ENDFevaluations, including ‘He, ‘He,lSN,and 170. The resonances
in the helium systems tend to be significantlynon-BWincharacter,whilealmostall the
resonancesin 15Nand 170&eBreit-Wigner.An interestingexception in the case of ‘5N
indicatesthat some of the sub-threrrholdlevels thtit have beenasurned tobeboundmight
be virturd. We find that fitting data from all possib!ervactionssimultaneouslyresults in
level schemesfor the comp&nd systemsthat differ in somecasessignificantly from the
‘aecqted” publishedlevel information.

1. Introduction

Wigncr’s R-matrix theoryl$z gives an exceptionally useful description of
multichannel nuclear reactions that builds in all the fundamental conservation laws,
symmetries, and analytic properties (causality, unitarity, etc.) of nuclear interactions.
Because it parametrizes only ;.ntcrior quantities, the correct Coulomb and angttlar-
momentum barrier penetration effects arc automatically built into the thcorj for both
neutron- and chirrgcd-particle-induced reactions. Furthermore, the explicit energy
dcncndcncc of the ch3menL$of the R matrix,.

T Yc’2YcaRv= —–cc EA-E
(1)

as a sum of pole terms in energy, is idctilly suited for dmcrihing resonimccs.

The rcsonitnccs giw n by R-matrix theory for light nucki, in particulitr, in tcrrns of
S-matrix pole structurv sometimes have uncxpcctcd properks. The fact that S-matrix poles
strc in momentum, rather than energy, Icads to the cxistcncc of “shitdow” polcsl on
rchttivcly remote unphysical sheets of the many-channel Ricmann energy surface hitving
positions and rwiducs (partial widths) thitt can k, quite different from those of the pole
closest to the physical sheet that is usually identified with the rcsomtncc. In sornc
instances, as wc shall .SCCin the case of a near-thrcshokl rcsonancc, shadow poles have
observahk effects on the mcrtsurcd cross sections. In other CUSCS,the shadow OICSP
rt...socitttcdwith oh.scrvnblc positive-energy rcsormnccs can hecomc sub-threshold wrttutl
sttttcs thut previously hi.tvc hecn thought to k bound states. Such vttritilions in the
properties (d’the poles on tliffcrcnt Ricmnnn s}wcts would I1O1hc cxpcctcd on the basis of
the Ilmil-Wigncr (13W)Upproximuti(mM is CUS((Mllillily uwd to dcscribc rcsonwwcs.



of all ty~s from all possible two-body rcacticm. The cffecls of a three-body breakup
channel on the lwo-body channels of interest can be approximated by including two-body
pseudo-channels, as was done in the 5He analysis. The data from all reactions are then fit
simultaneously with a single set of multichannel, multilevel R-matrix parameters (the
rcduccd-width amplitudes 7CLand eigencncrgies E~ from Eq. ( 1), and sometimes also the
channel radii ac) using the general I.ms Alamos R-matrix code EDA.4 This code features an
automated variable-metric Ieast-squam fitting algorithm that allows rcnormalizition factors
and energy shifts to be applied to the measured data included in the analysis. The
calculated values can also be averaged over any of several different forms of energy
resolution functions.

2. Examples

2.1 Zle 5He System

The sHe system contains one of tic most famous resonances in nuclear physics: the
W4/2+ resonance responsible for the large sH(rfm)’%Iereaction cross section that peaks at
E~lU7 keV. Values of the cross section at energies below the resonance are useful in a
variety of fusion applications, and at higher energies, the differential cross section is of
interest as a neutron .smme reaction.

The channels and data included in our analysis of the 5Hc system for excitation
energies u to 21.5 McV are summarized in Table 1. In addition to the physical two-body

1channels +t and n+a an effective n+dFlc-(O+) channel was added to represent the effects
of deuteron breakup (n+p+t). More than 2600 data points from 23 different ty of

Ymeasurements (cross sections, polarizations, etc.) were described in tcmls of 108 ree R-
matrix parameters that give a minimum in chi-squwc space for which # per dcgrcc of
freedom is 1.48. Wc note that a ~cncralizcd phase-shift fit wm.tld require 89 real
parameters to achicvc the same sort ofkwripuon u; a single energy. -

‘I ahlc 1. Chilnnd contigurabn A LIIH summary for [hc’1 [c syswm nnnlysis.

chimncl 1 ar (fro)
( +t~ 51

n+dl+c 4 3:()
~+4H~* 1 5.()

React.mn Energy Range # ( )h,sct=mblcTypes # I)WI Points *2

~~,(1)~1 I li~k~ M ‘V (1 704 1164

~H(d,n)dHc E#M I& 14 1121 I379

~H((i@4Hc* E~4,11-R McV i 10 26
dl{c(n,n)dl 1~ En4)-28 M~V 2 793 I 150

Totals: 23 2628 3719
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The energy dependence of the calculated S-matrix elements for J==3/2+ that arc
related directly to the reaction (crR) and total (o~) cross sections are shown over the
resonance in Fig. 2. Unlike the behavior that would be expected for an isolated Breit-
Wigner (BW) resonarxe, the squared amplit~des corresponding to CRand UTdo not peak
at the same energy, and have a different energy dependence for the high-energy tail. Our
analysis6 shows that this behavior results from a two-pole structure of the resonance. One
of the poles is a “conventiotial” BW pole that occurs on the (-,-)* Riemann sheet, and the
other is a “shadow” pole on the (+,-) sheet. The total cross section is affec~~dmore by the
conventional pole, shown as a circled “x“ at the bottom left of Fig. 2, while the reaction
cross section is influenced mo~ by the shadow pole, shown by the same symbol near the
real axis at 80 keV.

The resonance parameters for LLCpoles are given in Table 2. The real and
imagina.ty parts of the pole positions give the monance energies Er and total widths K
respectively, while the partial widths are defined in terms of the residues.6 Note that for
the conventional pole, the partial widths sum approximately to the total width, while for the
shadow pole, the sum of the partials greatly exceeds the total. That is another manifestation
of the non-BW character of the shadow pole, and indicates that its small value of ~ does
not produce any narrow structure in the cross sections. The real reason for the lack of
narrow structure associated with this pole is that one has to go around the d+t threshold in
order to access the (+,-) sheet on which it lies, wherein the (-,-) sheet can bc reached by
dropping straight through the channel cuts along the real energy axis. The shadow pole
associated with this famous resonance is the first one identified in a nuclear reaction,
although a prior example was known for an elementary-particle ~sonance.

Table 2, Pole parametersfor the 51Ic re.soniurce.

Sheet: (d,n) (+,-t) (+,-) (-*-) (-,+)

E, (kcV) 81.57 46.97

r(kcv) 7.28 74.2(1

rdKCV) 2861.6 25,10

rn(kcV) 68.77 -Jy,~-J

2.2 Tlw 4/{(1 Syst(’m
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The schcmc of the CI analysis, as is shown in Fig. 3, was first to determine the
7’=1parameters from an analysis of /~+~He scattering data at proton c,~cr ‘its below 20

kMeV. The fit gave a good representation of the 1004 data points included & per degree of
freedom is 1.23), using 47 R-matrix parameters determined at a channel radius of 4.9 fm
for partial waves up through 1=3. The validity of the isos in-1 parameters was then

?checked by comparing with the latest measurements of then+ H total cross-section and S-
wave scattering lengths. All the @He El’s were shifted by the internal Coulomb energy
difference AEC=-0.86 MeV in order to match the total cross section in the peak of a
prominent P-wave resonance at En=3 MeV. Good agreement was found with the total
cross section at all energies below 20 MeV, and with the coherent scattering lengtll.7

T= 1 T=(),1

*

‘u AEC .-0.64 MeV ‘He

+ ‘
p-3He

{
mirror “

n-3He

1

d-d
AEC = -0.86 MeV

$’,’ = ~’~ = +Yp%k

m

‘H ~= -$%

n-f
:nternatCoulombconwtion:

Y“)*O(butsmatl)

%(= Yp+b

l:ig.3. !khcmc of ttw dwgc-indcpcndcru A4 R-lnil[rix walysis,

Tlw T= 1 ptirtimctcrs described tihovc have I-wn incorportiwi, cswmti~lly [ixwi, in a
Iargcr analysis of the 41Ic reactions in which the T+ pmmwtcrs w: ullowcd to vary. The
analysis contains dtita from all the incicpcndcnt rcuctions among the clumncls ptr, n+~Hc,
and d+d at cncrgics corresponding to 4Hc excitations below ubout 25] McV, as is
summarimi in Ttiblc 3. Again, an overall Cm]lumb energy shift U11OWSthe T= I EA’s to
adjust to the ncw compound systcm, and the ( 1,3) tirriingcmc:nt widths arc cx)nstruined by
th~gisospin rckttions g{vcn in Ifig. 3.

..

‘Ihblc3, (’h:illn~l Configllriiti(}[l M diitii summ:wy for (Iw ‘1 [C systcm nmdysis

ChunEcl Ill(I.K (IC(1In)
p+f 7 4,9

n“t-311c i 49
(f+d 3 7,()

Rlxxlon Ikrgy Rimgc # ( )b.W.lTilblC I y~S #1 Mu Pmnls

31i@,p):311 /;,,=()- I 1 MCV 3 I382
:]ll(p,tl)’’llr -t inv. /{,).()-I I M(:V 5 726

~l{l!(tl,?l)’’llc /;,,=()-I() McV 2 I26
21l((l,p)~i I /;,,=()-I() MLIV () I382

211(f/*n)~llL” //(1::4)-I() Mc*V () 7(H)

t++= –..- _--.._.__L---
I;(,-() I() ML*V (1 330

2% 652
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While the fit [o the 4652 diwa points included using 87 free paramcmrs is not yet at a
minimum of the chi-square surfiicc (with # per degree of freedom abou[ 4. 1), the
rep=ntation of the low-energy d+d reactions is qui~ good. The diffcrcnccs bctwam the
two rsaction branches in the unpolariti cross sections and dcuteron analyzing powers are
well reproduced by allowi])g a small amount of internal isospin mixing to enter though the

7=1). Although these amplitudes give widths that are less thannon-iwo width amplitudes &
0.1% of the single-parlicle value, their effects on the P-wave transitions, in particular, arc
greatly amplified in the extcmal Coulomb field by the presence of broad, overlapping
negative-parity levels of opposite isospin near the d+d threshold. This is shown in Fig. 4,
where the “old” level scheme~ for dHe is compared with the “new” one~ obtained from the
CI R-matrix analysis. The new T=l levels are much lower than before, and there is a new
T=O,J-l- level just above the d+d threshold.

~

LS3 2-.

u“ pllg

;

nwe

I:ig, 4, Prcsm ‘Ilc Icvcl schcmc(righ[) mrqmrud to [hc previous (IIM!(MI).

The cffccw of thc,sc strongly-mixed P-wtivc Icvcls ctit~lx seen mos[ directly in
hranchin$-m[io nwasurcmcn[s for muon-cutulyzcd d+d fusion ut room wmpcrutu.v, since
for idcnllcul pilrtkh, lh~!scmcusurcmcnLs SC]CC1only the P-wiIvc purl of the [lUCkN

reaction. The cxpcrimcn[d rdp branching rtitiol[) is 1.YMO.04,tmt tlw va~uc prcdictcd hy
the analysis, 1,43MN13,is in quite good ugrccmcnt with this surprisingly Iargc rcsuh.

2, j T}IP ISN (ml 17() ,vy,vt(’m

N~w R-n~nlrix ;Illiilys(hs WL’IC hC~UII o lkw YCUIX ii~() 1“(11”IIK{‘5N iiild “() SYSIL-IIIS

lwctiu.sc d rcncwcd inkwsl in ncutr(m 11’illlSpoll IImmgh tiir in ~xmnlx’li(mwith :1ncw sludy
of rwlialion exposure during lhc IIiroshimfl und Nii~iisiiki Iwmhings. ‘Ik ii[~tilyS~{s were
gC.lll!r’illlyIimilcd [t) nculrtm uncrgics klow Ihc!firsl cxci[~xlS[:llr ~~fIIw lill’g(!f nucllws.
SUllllTlilliL’S f)f 111(’Chilllll(’lS illl(l (l~l~ii included in th(’illlillySL’S illl’ ~’,iv(’tlill ‘1.illll{’s4 illl(l 5.



“t%hlc 4. (Manncl c(mfiguration and Ma sunun,ary for l~N sys(cm anatysis.

Channel 1tflax aC(fn ;
~+14N 2 2.5

3 4.3 I

~~+’1’ 2 ‘“’ I
Reaction Energy Range Observable Types # Data Points

14N(n,n)14N E.=0-2.4 MeV Gr, O.”(8) 932

W(n.p)’dc+imv. En=O-2.4 MeV
~np, ~Pn(~), Ap( @~

685

14N(n,a)11B En=l.3-2.4 MeV ~na 104

liB(a,p)14C E~l .4-2.6 MeV (YapUap(9) 110

Totals: 8 ohs. 1831

The calculated n+ldN total cross sections arc shown compared to the recent ORELA
measurements 1 in Fig. 5. The agreement is now quite good over the whole range of the
analysis, which was not the case when the measurements were first made. This was
particularly true of the first resonance at En=433 keV, for which the previous
measurements had been severely msolution-limtied, and did not allow the true J-value (7/2)
to be inferred from the peak cross section. We have assigned a positive parity for this
resonance, in agreement with preliminary angular distribution measurements also made at
ORELA. Other Jfi assignments are indicated on the figure, some of which differ from the
“accepted” level structurel~ tabulated for 1SN, but correspond to resonances that have
largely Breit-Wigner characteristics.

TaNc 5. Channel eonfigw-ation and &Ita summary for tie 170 systcm anatysis.

Channel Inax u, (fro)
Il+lwl 4 4.4
~+13c 4 5.7

Reaction Encr~y Range Observable Types # Data Points
~~O(n,n) 160 En=O-6.5McV 07, o..( 0), A.(8) 2421

l~o(n,a)l~c E.={) 6.0 McV ~.a, ~n~O), As($)
904

lsC(a,a)l JC E&)-4.6 MeV ad 8) 207

Calculated n+i~(~ cross sections tire shown in Fig. 6 compared to measured data.
Again, the agrccmcnt is good over the entire energy range of the analysis, and the J~ values
indicated on the resonances do not always agree with the “acccptcd” VUIUCS,13 Mo.it of the
resonances aguin have BW character, with shadow poles in about the same positions or all
unphysical sheets, having partial widths that sum to the total width, An intcrcsti,tg
cxccption is :1shadow pole tissociatcd wit!~the lowest-energy I/2- ~~solliitl~~ at En= 1.9
M~V thot k a virtuul SI;~tCloci\t~;d VCI~ cIOSC (() the CIW~gY of (IICW:U)IIdcxcitcd Stiitc ( 1/2-)
in 170. “Ilis suh-dlrcshf)ld state is a prcdic[ion of tlw analysis, I}its(’don fitting only the
.smltcring dlltii.
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3. Summary and Conclusions

We have given several examples of using R-matrix theory to fit data for the light
systems. Our experience has convinced us that there is no better method for representing
data for multichannel systems, especially if resonances are present. It is important,
however, to include data of many types from all possibk reactions in order to reduce the
possibility of parameter ambiguities in the chi-square fittir!g, and to insure the reliability of
extrapolated results.

R-matrix theory predicts that all multichannel nuclear resonances have shadow
poles that, in principle, have different properties on different Riemann sheets, contrary to
the expectations of BW resonanee forms. As a practical matter, these differences occur
mainly for the broad resonances in very light nuclei, and appear to be important only near
thresholds, where several unphysical sheets are nearly equally accessible from the physical
sheet. The first example of an observable shadow pole in a nuclear reaction is the famous
J~=3/2+ resonance in the sHe system, where the presence of the pole on the (+,-) sheet
near the ml energy axis drives the reaction ianplitude almost to its unitary limi~ resulting in
the large sH(cfm)dHereaction cross sectiori observed at low energies. Shadow poles also
play a role in other dHe and sHe resonances, especially in producing threshold effects.

The charge-independent analysis of the A=4 reactions illustrates the utility of being
able to constrain R-matrix parameters with approximate symmetries of the strong
interactions. In this c:.se, strong isospin mixing of P-wave levels near the d+u threshold
that comes rather naturally from the description is able to account for the anomalous
branching ratios seen in d+d muon-catalyzed fusion experiments. Other 4He levels that
result from the analysis do not agree with the previous scheme, but correspond well with
those from a microscopic resonating-group-model calculation of the system.

The resonances resulting from analyzing the heavier 15N and l?O systems tend
more often to satisfy the BW conditions, a]thcugh they differ in detail with the “accepted”
level structures for the= nuclei. An interesting result for lTO is the virtual state that occurs
as a “shadow” to the 1/2-scattering resonance some 3 MeV higher in excitation energy.
This suggests that more examples of virtual states like the well-known “singlet deuteron”
may exist among the sub-threshold levels of light nuclei now thought to be bound states.
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